
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL BURAIDAH 

Worksheet for the Academic Year ( 2023-24) 

CLASS: VIII   SUBJECT: DEENIYATH   DATE: 10.09.23 

FILL IN THE BLANKS. 

1. The __________ is the most important belief in Islam. 

 2. To every nation Allah sent a ___________.  

3. Wahy means ____________. 

 4. The ________ is the last of the Revealed Books.  

5. Allah alone is worthy of _______.  

6. All the _________ were the doers of good.  

7. The Quran mentions only the ____________ most prominent Prophets. 

8.  Islam has laid down _________________ daily prayers as obligatory. 

9.  The Tahajjud or Qiyamul Layl is ___________________ prayer. 

10.  ____________ is a poison which is absorbed rapidly . 

11.  Islam sets a great value on rules of _________________ within the home life. 

12.  Islam forbids two kinds of adornments to men,____________________ and  

________________. 

13.  The clearest and surest evidence related to Allah’s ______________ is given by Revelation 

(Wahy). 

14.  ____________ are neither god, nor His images nor His sons.   

15.  Islam considers the role of ______________ as the unit of society. 

16.  ____________ make a lot of sacrifices for their children. 

17.  Islam urges _____________ to neighbours. 

18.  _____________ is an evil itself. 

19.  The Arabic __________ suggest any alcoholic drink which intoxicates. 

20.  The word ____________ means giving up of sleep. 



21.  ___________ develops an ability to avoid undue immersion in the affairs of the world. 

22.  The mission of the Prophets who came before __________________ was limited. 

23.  The greatest of all nature’s wonder is _________________. 

 

 

 ANSWERS : 1. Tawhid   2. Messenger   3. Revelation   4. Quran   5. worship   6. Prophets        

7. Twenty five   8. Five   9. voluntary   10. Alcohol   11. Etiquette   12. Clothing made of pure 

silk ,gold ornaments  13. Existence  14.  Prophets  15. Family   16. Parents  17. Kindness 

18. Alcohol  19. Khamr  20. Tahajjud  21. Prayer  22. Muhammad S.A.W.   23. Man 

 


